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Abstract

The basic service of the computer user is email, but the email malware poses security problems. Email malwares are propagated through email services. To analyze the propagation of the malware is used to block these malwares and it can help to develop new security techniques. Reinfection and self-start are the two new features of the model email malware when comparing it with earlier versions. This paper introduces an analytical model called SII model is used to analyze the propagation of these modern email malware. The proposed model introduces the spreading speed of the modern email malwares that are caused by reinfection and self-start.
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I. Introduction

Malicious software infiltrates a target system’s hardware and software resources and wreaks havoc by accessing sensitive information, stealing identities or committing other illegal actions. While anti-virus, encryption, firewall and other security products offer protection, these software solutions can be neutralized by malware that’s running at the same or higher privilege levels. Computer security is providing physical protection to prevent theft of or damage to the hardware, to prevent theft of or damage to the information and to prevent disruption of service. Most computer facilities continue to protect their physical machine far better than they do their data, even when the value of the data is several times greater than the value of the hardware. Computer security used in both secrecy and integrity, the closely related area termed denial of service. Denial of service can be defined as a temporary reduction in system performance, a system crash requiring manual restart, or a major crash with permanent loss of data. Although reliable operation of the computer is a serious concern in most cases, denial of service has not traditionally been a topic of computer security.

In this real world all computer users using the email services, but malicious attachment in the email is poses some security issues. The earlier versions email propagation has followed the same mode. If a trusted email is sent to the victim and if the victim is clicking on the malicious attachment, the system will be compromised. Then immediately the compromised computer will start to infect new target in the email address. By focusing the propagation of modern email malware we can reduce the prevalence and spreading speed of malwares. Early malwares like Melissa infect the user only once i.e. non-reinfection. The earlier versions of malwares like Melissa in 1999 and Love Letter in 2000 checks whether the victim is infected before compromising that system. In this paper introduces the two new features of the modern email malwares, Reinfection and Self-start. Reinfection means that the compromised system will reinfect whenever he/she clicking on malicious link. Self-start means that the malware copies send out from an infected user when ever some events triggered. The proposed system to develop a new analytical model that can precisely present the propagation dynamics of the modern email malware. The proposed model can precisely present the repetitious spreading process caused by reinfection and self-start and effectively overcome the associated computational challenges.

II. Literature Survey

A. Modelling and Simulation Study of the Propagation and Defences of Internet Email Worm

(Chao Gao, Jiming Liu, Ning Zhong) : In this work, authors have presented a distributed and feasible immunization strategy that is based on the ideas of autonomy-oriented computing (AOC). In order to investigate the efficiency of our strategy, we have
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Compared our strategy with some existing strategies using both synthetic and real networks, including those with community structures. Our experimental results have shown that the AOC-based strategy is effective for large-scale decentralized and community-based networks, and the robustness of the AOC-based strategy in dynamically evolving networks has been discussed in. Specially, the AOC-based strategy has the ability to scale up its computation based on the design of self-organization. The efficiency of our strategy will improve with the increase of network scale. The results have shown that the cost of the AOC-based strategy is lower than others.

To model the epidemic spreading on topological networks, early researchers adopt differential equations to present the propagation dynamics of malware. Their simulation models avoid the “homogeneous mixing” problem but cannot provide analytical propagation studies. Also there are some works which characterize the propagation dynamics of isomorphic malware, such as P2P malware, mobile malware and malware on online social networks. The main two disadvantages of the existing system are previous studies say that a user can be infected and send out malware copies only once, no matter whether or not the user visits a malicious hyperlink or attachment again and previous works did not take the two new features (reinfection and self-start) into account, and hence, cannot accurately estimate the propagation of modern email malware.

### III. Proposed System

In this paper, propose a new analytical model to capture the interactions among the infected email users by a set of difference equations, which together describe the overall propagation of the modern email malware. Then we introduce a new concept of virtual nodes to address the underestimation in previous work, which can represent the situation of a user sending out one more round of malware copies each time this user gets infected. The perform result of empirical and theoretical study to investigate why and how the proposed SII model is superior to existing models.

#### A. System Architecture

The fig. 1 shows the overall architecture of the proposed system.

![Block diagram](image1.png)

**B. Module Description**

The main modules used in this work are

- Virtual Node Generation
- SII Model Creation
- Propagation Dynamics

#### 1. Virtual Node Generation

The basic elements for the propagation of modern email malware are nodes and topology information. A node in the topology represents a user in the email network. The Virtual nodes, which can represent the situation of a user sending out one more round of malware copies whenever this user gets infected. For modern email malware, recall that a compromised user may send out malware email copies to neighbours every time the user visits those malware hyperlinks. Malware emails are also sent out when certain events are triggered. Thus, at an arbitrary time t, a user may receive multiple malware email copies from an identical neighbouring user who has been compromised. To represent the repetitious spreading process of there infection and the self-start, we introduce virtual nodes to present the kth infection caused by infected users whenever opening the kth malware email copy.

#### 2. SII Model Creation

A node in the topology represents a user in the email network. Let random variable $X_i(t)$ denote the state of a node i at discrete time $t$. Then, we have

$$X_i(t) = \begin{cases} \text{Hea.}, & \text{healthy} \\ \text{Sus.}, & \text{susceptible} \\ \text{Imm.}, & \text{immunized} \\ \text{Inf.}, & \text{infected} \\ \text{Act.}, & \text{active} \\ \text{Dor.}, & \text{dormant} \end{cases}$$

In SII Model, use an M by M square matrix with elements $p_{ij}$ to describe a topology consisting of M nodes, as in

$$\begin{pmatrix} p_{11} & \cdots & p_{1M} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ p_{M1} & \cdots & p_{MM} \end{pmatrix}$$

where in $p_{ij}$ represents the probability of user j visiting a deceptive malware email received from user i. If $p_{ij}$ is equal to zero, it means the email address of user j is not in the contact list of user i. Therefore, the matrix reflects the topology of an email network. In this model, we assume the states of neighbouring nodes are independent. The infection of email malware depends on unwary email users checking new emails and visiting those malicious ones. An email user may receive multiple emails at different time, but read all of them at one time when the user checks the mailbox.

#### 3. Propagation Dynamics

To represent the spreading process of virtual nodes, we extend $N_i$ (the set of neighboring nodes of node i) into a new set of neighbouring nodes, $H_i$, which contains three subsets: $N_i/N$, $N_i/R$ and $N_i/S$. First, the subset $N_i/N$ includes the real neighboring nodes of user i. The nodes in $N_i/N$ represent the neighboring users who visit the first malware email copy and get infected. Since the states of neighboring nodes are independent, each node is infected by neighboring nodes regardless of the state of this node. Second, the subset $N_i/S$ includes the virtual nodes which present the extra spreading processes caused by certain events triggered in infected nodes. Third, the subset $N_i/R$ includes the virtual nodes which present the extra spreading processes caused by users visiting more than one malware copies when they check new emails.

There are three preconditions for an arbitrary user being infected...
by email malware:
1. The user has not been immunized;
2. The user checks mailbox for new emails;
3. The user unwarily visits one received malware emails.

IV. Methodology

Suppose an email user i gets infected and sends out malware email copies to another email user j. In case 1 of the nonreinfection, although user i reads two malware emails at t, the user will get infected and send only one malware copy to user j at t8. The malware email arrives at user j at t9. Then, when user j checks mailbox at t13 and reads the malware email from user i, user j gets infected. User j will not receive any more malware emails from user i after t9. Nevertheless, in case 3 of the reinfection, user j will receive two malware copies from user i at t9. Furthermore, after user j gets infected at t13, when user i reads another two malware emails, user j receives another two malware copies from user i at t17. Compared with case 1 of the nonreinfection, user j in case 3 of the reinfection receives totally four malware emails.

V. Result Analysis and Performance Evaluation

Login Page is used to authenticate users. We can login only when server is available. When server active it broadcasts it’s IP Address. Only after server IP Address is available Login button is active. User sends its username, password and login type to server, Server authenticates the user. Login type is used to determine the type of usage. There are two modes: attacker mode and normal mode.

Fig. 3: Login page

In Home page we have links for compose mail, Mail Inbox, Malware Monitor and Logout. When we click Compose mail it checks the mode of login. If user has logged in normal mode, normal mail sending form is shown. If user has logged in attack mode, malware sending form is shown.

Fig. 4: Home page

This form is used to send malware content. First we should select the recipient and then attach the malware. Specify the Malware family. There are mainly two types of malware family based on there infection style. They are “Infect only” and “Re-infect”. “Infect only” as its name specified infects user once only. If the user is attacked by the same malware once it will not infect it again. Re-infect type malware are more dangerous. It infects again and again. Specify the propagation type. There are two main types of propagation “Manual” and “Self start”. “Manual” typemalwares needs to send to another user like other mails “Self start” type malwares spreads itself based on system events.

Fig. 5: Attacker mail sending

Fig. 6: Malware monitor
It monitors the malwares that has attacked the users. It classifies and lists out the malware based on Malware family and propagation style.
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Fig. 7: Server side message status

It monitors the messages of clients. If the client is not active when a mail sent for him, the server saves the message and sends to him. Undelivered messages are shown in the above table. When we click the button “Send undelivered messages” the server checks the recipients of undelivered messages, it looks which all users are active. It forwards the mail to active users and keep the remaining mails.
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Fig. 8: Graphical analysis

It monitors and classifies the malwares based on their families and propagation styles. The classified data is graphically shown in fig.8.

VI. Conclusion and Futurework

In this paper, proposed an SII model for the propagation of modern email malware. This model is able to address two critical processes such as reinfection and self-start that is unsolved in the previous models. By introducing virtual nodes, we presented the repetitious spreading processes caused by the reinfection and the self-start. For the future work, there are also some problems needed to be solved, such as the independent assumption between users in the network and the periodic assumption of email checking time of users. The detectors analyze malware behaviors continuously and try to resist these techniques and strategies hence, we need to allow detection development techniques to lead malware updating through very well analytical process for malware activities and behaviors to fix any possible targeted threats. A new simulation must be designed to contain real system samples, to analyze the malware behaviors against these samples after elaborate malware updating. The objectives of this simulation are to avoid systems threats before being infected by real malware.
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